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SUMMER HOLIDAY
HOMEWORK
Session: 2022-23
GRADE - VIII

Dear Parents,
Holidays are the time when you get a chance to connect with your child in many ways. As
you are your child’s first and most important teacher, you can encourage your child’s love for
learning by participating in educational activities at home. Working together on the activities
will help your child to build confidence, learn to reason and develop skills necessary for her
education. So, utilize this golden period of family reunion and strengthen your family ties
with your kids and relatives.
Gear up and utilize your time in the best possible manner.
Dear Children,
Vacation is a time when you connect with your friends, family members and relatives. So, all
of you ― “FIX A GOAL AND STRIVE HARD EACH DAY TO ACHIEVE IT! “
Here are a few tips for you to follow:
1. It is mandatory to do the holiday homework of all the subjects.
2. The child will be assessed for the neat handwriting, creativity and originality.
3. There is no need of using colored/designer sheets; you have to work in separate

notebooks.
4. All the students are required to revise the syllabus covered so far of all the subjects
thoroughly.
5. Parents can act as facilitators at home but the work should be done independently by the
child in his/her own handwriting.
6. Scrap book is used for pasting with their respective Holiday Homework.
I wish you have a great summer vacation full of joy and sunshine. Have a great time
and don’t forget that I will be waiting for you with a smile!
Feel free to reach out to me for any doubts/queries. Regards
Ms. Vandana Dogra Class teacher (8th A)
Mr. Yogesh Ji Gandotra Class teacher (8th B)

English

1. Read again all the lessons of PA 1 and frame 30 objectives of each.
2. Learn all the work done in class.
3. Learn and write Essays on the following topics.
A. Value of Games and Sports
B. National Festivals
C. Religious Festivals
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1. History: Learn chapter no 8&9
2. Political science: Learn Chapter No.8 & 9. Frame 10- 10 objectives from
each chapter.
3. Geography: Learn Chapter No. 5, 6 & 7 Frame 20 Objectives from each
chapter.
4. Do practice of map of States/Capitals.
1. Learn and understand all PA1&TA-1 chapters done in the class.
2. Frame 20 objectives from each chapter of TA1 Syllabus.
3. Also practice diagrams.
1. Frame 20 MCQs from each of the following chapters:
2. Mensuration
3. Factorisation
4. Algebraic Expressions and Identities.
1. Revise all the chapters done in class.
2. Make a chart Listing Presidents of India till date with there tenure as well as
Photographs.
1. Do Activity 1 of your chapter EXCITE.
2. Revise all the chapters that are done in the class.
3. Explore new games that using AI Technology.
Do holidays homework in a separate notebook.
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Few Best Summer Vacation Ideas:
1. Wake up Early in the Morning
2. Follow a fitness regime
3. Indulge in New Sports or Games
4. Study for Few hours
5. Try to learn something new
6. Spend good time with grandparents.
7. Maintain Good Health and Hygiene

